CONFIGURATION OF THE BEDROCK SURFACE OF THE PREGLACIAL MERRIMACK RIVER CHANNEL IN THE LOWELL AREA, MASSACHUSETTS

EXPLANATION

Contour
Showing approximate configuration of bedrock surface; contour interval is feet

- 89

Test hole
Upper number indicates well number; lower number indicates altitude of refush or,
if in brackets, altitude of bedrock

- 1

Well penetrating bedrock or ending at bedrock or refusal
Upper number indicates well number; lower number indicates altitude of refusal or,
if in brackets, altitude of bedrock

- 25

Well ending in stratified deposits
Upper number indicates well number; lower number indicates altitude of bottom of well

- 25

Well ending in till
Upper number indicates well number; lower number indicates altitude of bottom of well

Location of seismic stations used for control.
Data from Lee and others (1940)
For cross sections see Plate 2